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Harbingers of Transformation: Social Change in a Globalized Era  

Concept Paper 

Community living and social change has taken on a new meaning in the light of the recent developments 

globally in the last two decades. The world has witnessed the inter-linked phenomena of industrialization 

and rapid economic growth for the country as a whole, a slowdown of agriculture, and an intensification of 

social conflicts has also accompanied this happening. One of the fundamental ideas about globalization is 

that a 'third culture', a global culture, is encircling us worldwide level. This 'third culture' is not beached 

simply on the contacts between states that formed the basis of the world system in the colonial period. It 

holds its own exclusive place and engenders its own dynamics in the world at a supra-state level. The 

cultural dimension of globalization has certain implications on the nation-state and its future. This has more 

to do with issues of identity.  

Globalization has brought steps forward in telecommunications and transportation. There has been an 

augmentation in capitalism and democracy.  Free trade and accords have enhanced incomparable global 

economic and cultural amalgamation. This has resulted in economic and cultural changes which have been 

the subject of significant controversy. Poverty remains the root cause of many of the world’s ills, including 

famine, disease and unsatisfactory education. 

 

Conflicts continue around the world. The War on Terrorism has witnessed debate on civil liberties, assertion 

of torture, indefatigable terrorist attacks and never-ending instability, violence, and military occupation. 

Huge apprehension remains about nuclear proliferation, especially in Iran and North Korea, and the 

availability of weapons of mass destruction to rogue groups. Climate Scientists have put forward that the 

earth is experiencing major anthropogenic (human-induced) global warming. As the human population 

increases, so has the demand for water. Some scientists warn that human-induced global warming poses 

extensive danger and losses in biodiversity and ecosystem services if significant socio-political changes are 

not initiated, predominantly in the use of mass consumption and transportation. 

 

The United Nations recons that the world population will reach 9.2 billion by mid-century. Such increase 

poses questions of ecological sustainability and generates much economic and political commotion. 

Therefore, many countries have implemented policies which either force or encourage their citizens to have 

fewer children, and others have limited immigration. Extensive discussion prevails on the critical carrying 

capacity of the planet.  

Homosexual rights are a major political contention in various places. Same sex marriage has been legalized 

in quite a few places during the last twelve years. It is also outlawed in other places. It is reported that 

AIDS, tuberculosis and malaria each kill over a million people every year. HIV is still without a cure or 

vaccine, and is growing rapidly in India and much of the African continent. Antibiotic resistance is a 

growing concern for organisms such as tuberculosis. Other diseases, such as Severe Acute Respiratory 

Syndrome (SARS), Ebola virus disease (EVD) and flu variations are also causes for concern.  
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Technology growth shows no signs of decline. Communications and control technology continues to 

enhance the aptitude of human beings and machines. The concept ‘glocalization’ emerged to emphasize the 

simultaneity of the homogenizing and heterogenizing thrusts of globalisation in the late 20th-century world. 

In case of the Indian diasporas, the trends of cultural fusion is emerging. In India, at the level of popular 

culture of music, dance, dramatics, cinema etc., the new trend is one of the fusion of traditional Indian forms 

or styles and western or global forms or styles. This emergent popular (fusion) culture is posing a threat to 

the indigenous local, regional or ethnic identity of cultural traditions in so far as it abstracts culture from 

people’s rhythm of life and its natural expressiveness or vitality, and converts its new packaging into a 

community. Power in international relations and issues surrounding the cultural, economic, and military 

dominance of some of the developed countries and their role in the world community have become even 

more piercing with regard to globalization.  

 

The seminar, Harbingers of Transformation: Social Change in a Globalised Era, is an attempt by the 

Research Department of the William Carey University to bring together scholars from various academic and 

social expertises to deliberate on how the theorists and implementers look at a gamut of influences that 

handle and shape our society which is constantly being bombarded by both positive and negative forces. 

These and many other issues are of concern to any student of human relations. These are not just global 

issues. They have direct implications to how we live together in India and particularly in the North East.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 
WILLIAM CAREY UNIVERSITY 

Seminar on  

Harbingers of Transformation: Social Change in a Globalized Era  

21 and 22 June 2013 

Conference Hall, Presbyterian Church of India, Central Ward, Shillong. 

Sponsored by The ACTS Group of Institutions, Bangalore. 

Schedule 

Friday, 21 June 2013: 

 

9:00 – 10:00   Registration/Tea: Dr. Bulu Barua Mahanta 

 

INAUGURAL FUNCTION 

 

10:00 – 11:00 Opening: Dr. Soma Bhowmick, Seminar Coordinator. 

                        Welcome: Dr. B. W. Nongbri, Registrar, Seminar Convener 

            Song by WCU Students 

Felicitations of Chief Guests & other Dignitaries.  

Welcome Address by Prof. Paul Mohan Raj, Acting Vice Chancellor 

Introduction to the Seminar: Dr. Soma Bhowmick, Seminar Coordinator 

Keynote Address: Higher Education and Social Change by Prof. Ken Gnanakan, 

Chancellor, William Carey University. 

Speech by the Chief Guest: Dr. Smt. Mazel Ampareen Lyngdoh, Minister, Municipal 

Administration, Labour Department, Urban Affairs Department.  

National Anthem and Group Photograph 

 

Session I: Moderator: Dr. Darilang Shullai, Secretary, Managing Committee, Shullai Progressive School. 

11:15 – 12:00 Paper I & Discussion: The Dynamics of Social Change: A Generalist’s Perspectives                                             

by Sri. Paramjit Singh Bakhshi, Life Skills Trainer. 

 

12:00 – 12:45: Paper II & Discussion: Globalization and Youth: A Perspective on North-East India                                   

by David Marbaniang, Lecturer, Business Administration, St. Anthony’s College  

12:45 – 1:30   Lunch   
 

Session II: Moderator: Dr. B. W. Nongbri 

1:30 – 2:15: Paper III & Discussion: Altruistic Pursuit of Science for Social Transformation by Prof. 

Shankarmpadi Aravamudhan, Retd. Professor, Department of Chemistry, North Eastern Hill University, 

Shillong. 

2:15 – 3:00: Paper IV & Discussion: Empowering Women as Key Change Agents by Smt. Loma Jyrwa,          

Mission Director, State Resource Centre for Women, Govt. Of Meghalaya 

3:00 – 3:15    Tea 

Session III: Moderator: Dr. Bulu Barua Mahanta – 3:15 – 4:00: Paper V & Discussion: Media in an Age of 

Globalization: Undermining National Cultures by David Laitphlang, President, Shillong Press Club. 

Summing up: 4:00 – 4:15 

Saturday, 22 June 2013:  



 

Session IV: Moderator: Sri. Zulfi Ali, Executive Director, Grace City 

10:00 – 10:45: Paper VI & Discussion: Law as an instrument of Social Change in India: Perspectives 

reflected in the Fundamental Duties of the Constitution of India by Sri. Khalid Khan, Additional Senior 

Government Advocate, Meghalaya.  

10:45 – 11:00   Tea 

 

Session V: Moderator: Prof. Paul Mohan Raj  

11:00 – 11:45: Paper VII & Discussion: Preparing Counsellors for Social Action: An Inter disciplinary 

Collaboration for Social Change by Dr. Pynhun Pakma, Clinical Psychologist, Bethany Hospital. 

 

11:45 – 12:30: Paper VIII & Discussion: Youth Engagement and Social Change in Times of Globalization 

by Dr. Salam D. Singh, District Youth Coordinator, Nehru Yuva Kendra, Shillong. 

 

12:30 – 1:15 Lunch 

Session VI: Moderator: Dr. Maitreyee Roy 

1:15 – 2:00:  Paper IX & Discussion: Narrating Change: The Power of the Story to Transform by Smt. 

Renee Lullam, Independent Researcher of Cultures and Narratives, Shillong. 

 

2:00 – 2:45  Paper X & Discussion: Politics, Governance and Social Change by Dr. Sharad Pandey, 

Assistant Professor, History, North East Regional Institute of Education (NERIE), National Council of 

Educational Research and Training (NCERT). 

Session VI: Moderator: Dr. Soma Bhowmick 

2: 45 – 3:30:  Paper XI & Discussion: Indigenous Wisdom, Globalization and Social Change by Dr. Smt. 

Roplyneda Lyngdoh, Specialization Folkloristic, North Eastern Hill University, Shillong. 

3:30 – 3:45:    Tea 

 

3:45 – 4:30      Valedictory:  

Chair: Prof. Paul Mohan Raj 

Summary Report: Dr. Bulu Barua Mahanta  

                          Introduction and Felicitation to Chief Guest:  

  Speech by Chief Guest: Sri. Tony Marak, IFS, Principal Chief Conservator of   

  Forest (Trr.), Meghalaya, Shillong. 

                         Concluding Remarks: Prof. Ken Gnanakan 

                          Vote of Thanks: Dr. Soma Bhowmick 

     National Anthem and Group Photograph 

 

             Seminar Director                      Seminar Convener           Seminar Coordinator 

 

    Prof. Paul Mohan Raj                    Dr. B W. Nongbri                         Dr. Soma Bhowmick 

Acting Vice Chancellor                       Registrar               Asst. Prof. and Research Coordinator 

 

Findings Committee: Dr. B. W. Nongbri, Dr. Bulu Barua Mahanta, Dr. M. Roy, Dr. Soma Bhowmick 

(Seminar Coordinator) 

 

********************* 
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On topic 
ALTRUISTIC   PURSUIT   OF   SCIENCE   FOR    

SOCIAL TRANSFORMATION

Presentation  by

Dr.S.Aravamudhan
Retired Professor, Department of Chemistry

North Eastern Hill University
SHILLONG 793022

Meghalaya

Harbingers of Transformation: Social Change in a Globalized Era 

held at
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ALTRUISTIC   PURSUIT   OF   SCIENCE   FOR    

SOCIAL TRANSFORMATION

This topic was chosen for this occasion in view of the contents of 

A copy of this policy document was obtained at the venue of the                
100th Indian Science Congress, Kolkata University

the Lecture delivered by

Dr. R. Chidambaram
Scientific Advisor GOI

on  

RESEARCH AND INNOVATION: MANY DIMENSIONS

at the 99th Science Congress,    
KIIT University, Bhubaneswar

http://www.ugc-inno-nehu.com/     

And
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The knowledge acquired (learning)  about “men and materials” must be manifesting as a material output for 

making the living more conducive. The way the knowledge materializes to be an useful entity seems to be implied 

here as ‘innovation’.  This additional knowledge qualitatively is the ‘value addition’ and a further advantage 

materially is that it can be the ‘wealth’.  

 Thus 

‘Intellectual 

asset’ 

(knowledge) 

must be for 

generating 

‘material asset’ 

for prospering 

 
Thus acquisition of 

knowledge is the 

purpose of scientific 

activity; and making 

the value addition 

viable is the 

technology.  

 

. 

 

Once the viability is established, making this outcome reach beneficially for the 

convenience of public at large is the industrial process of manufacturing and 

production to meet the demand 
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                      Capturing Aspirations 

 

                                                                                           

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
  Even though law makers take all perspectives into considerations while setting rules and regulations, at every instance 

a thought must be given as to whether Right to Information is in anyway constrained by the Intellectual Property 

Rights, and thus restricting an information flow or transfer of knowledge 
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In fact, risk-sharing must have 

the priority, when for the sake 

of information dissemination at 

large, that is ‘knowledge 

transfer’, if the process of 

generating material wealth 

must be given less importance. 

That is, one must venture to 

make an investment, for the 

sake of well being of many, even 

if a few have to incur a financial 

loss. 
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          A    DEFINITION   FOR    INNOVATION    from the book: 

                                                                                                                                                                   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Innovation is often the product of necessity tempered with 

desperation. In some cases the absence of resources leads 

to better approaches.  
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International Seminar
on

‘Attracting Best Talents in Basic Sciences’

   24th and 25th July , 2013

PROGRAMME for Delegates

July 24,2013

Registration: 9.15 – 9.55 AM
Inauguration 10.00 – 11.30 AM

Academic Session – I   12.00-1.00 PM
Chairperson:  Dr( Mrs) K.S.Lyngdoh
Deliberation by  Prof M. Bhattacharjee, Department of 
Chemistry, IIT Kharagpur
Vote of thanks: Dr H.Diengdoh 

Lunch Break: 1.00 – 1.30 PM

Academic Session – II  1.30-3.00 PM
  
Chairperson:    Dr S.Aravamudhan, 
               Department of Chemistry, NEHU

Presentation by delegates
1.Development of a college curriculum to impart individual  
job  skills  and  a  collective  understanding  of  our  common 
resources         

                                                               -Amartya Saha

2. Teaching Biology to undergraduate students : balancing 
facts and concepts
                         -Sonali Saha

3. Diversified Curriculum for Girls’ Education Progamme at  
the Open School of Bangladesh Open University
-Md. Mizanoor Rahman , Sabina Yeasmin, Santosh Panda 

4. Designing of  Curriculum for Promoting Science Literacy in 
Bangladesh: An Empirical  Study
                     -Khan Ferdousour Rahman & Sabina Yeasmin

5. Capturing and retaining best talents in basic sciences

- Kenneth Umdor,  Siewdorlang Diamai & Merrily 
Sawkmie

6.Attracting  and Retaining  Best  Talents in Basic Sciences –  
Challenges and Opportunities

              - Padmini Bhattacharjee & S.Kharchandy

Academic Session – III  3.00-4.30 PM

Chairperson: Dr I.Syiem,  Deptt. of Education, NEHU     

Presentation by delegates

1. Remote Sensing (RS) and Geographical Information System 
(GIS) – Its basics and application
                     -E. Sumer, I. Rynjah, L. Jeengaph, D. Suchiang, 

                                   M.D. Khongwir  and J.T. Sawian

2.Teaching and Learning Mathematics with Technology and 
Applications

                                                            -Jibitesh Duttta
3. Web 2.0: Tool box for Tomorrow’s Classroom 

                   -Probidita Roychoudhury

4.Collaborative Inquiry and Cooperative Learning Strategies 
in   the  Teaching  of  Science  in  Primary  and  Secondary 
Education 
                                                                              Nancie Sangma 

5.Some Innovations in Teaching of Mathematics 
-Phrangstone Khongji and Wannarisuk Nongbsap

6.Molecular  graphics  visualization  of  biomolecules  in  3-D 
conformation using PDB structures to assist  undergraduate 
biology teaching
           -Banteiskhem Kharwanlang

7.A  Wonderful  Science  Class:  A  Journey  from  Planning  to  
Achievement of Learning Outcomes

        -Rihunlang Rymbai

8.Teaching approaches within a project based training 
framework - innovative and participative learning
 -Arindam Ghosh, , Navnita Kumari  & Ayon Bhattacharjee

9. Tapping into the Reservoir of Talents
      - Siewdorlang Diamai,  Merrily Sawkmie &  Kenneth Umdor

                                           Vote of thanks: Mr S.Kharchandy



7.Importance of Science and Technology Education towards 
National  Development

                                                                        -A.Henia

                                       Vote of thanks: Ms V.R.Solomon

Academic Session – IV  3.00-4.30 PM

 Chairperson : Dr P.Khongji, 
                   Department of Statistics, NEHU

Presentation by delegates
1.ICT in innovative teaching learning

              - Brinda  Bazeley K.Rymbai

2.Role of ICT and Innovative Teaching-Learning methods in 
Open and Distance Education with Special Reference to 
North-East India
                             -Md Delowar Hussain & Md Shirajul Hoque

3.Applications of Nuclear Physics   for the Needs of Modern 
Society

           -B.Jyrwa

4.Promoting More "Learning" Activity Till Higher Levels of  
Education with Less of "Earning" Needs Earlier Stages

             -S. Aravamudhan

5.Seed selection  and  exchange  of Oryza  sativa L. among  
subsistence farmers in Meghalaya, India

      -Anne Patrie

6. Nutritional Status Among School Girls in Shillong : a  Statistical  
Study 

            -Sankar Goswami  

7.Skill Based Education  - Job prospects for students
                -Brinda  Bazeley K.Rymbai

8.Powerpoint   Presentation  :  College  And  University  
Teachers’  Proficiency And Competency in  Teaching

              -Quendarisa Kharbuli & Baphimon Rynjah

                                           Vote of thanks: Mrs R.Pyngrope

                                  
July 25, 2013

Academic Session – V    9.30-11.00 AM

Chairperson:  Dr S.M.Sungoh, ,
                 Deptt of Education NEHU
 Deliberation by  Prof M.Y.A. Mollah, 
Dean Faculty of Science, University of Dhaka
Vote of thanks: Dr R.Dkhar

Academic Session – VI   11.30-12.30 P.M

Presentation by delegates

4. Peace – The  Real  Need of  Modern Society
                                                           - Naraginti Amareswaran  

      
5. Value  Education - the Need of the Society
                               -Cornelia M. Lyngdoh  & A. Tomba Singh

                                          Vote of thanks: Mr K.Umdor

Academic Session – VII  11.30-12.30 P.M

Presentation by delegates

Chairperson : Dr  Q.Kharbuli ,ASC, NEHU

1.Science Education through Open Schooling  at the 
Bangladesh Open  University
       Sabina Yeasmin, Md. Mizanoor Rahman & CRK Murthy 

2.Problems of Secondary level Science Education  in Assam -  
Case study in Rangia subdivision, Dist Kamrup, Assam

  -Gitimoni Deka & Dwijendra Nath Deka

3.Laboratory Method of Teaching Science – is it existent in 
Schools of Shillong ? 
                                                                                 -Yodida Bhutia

4.Financing Infrastructural Facilities  In Science Education At 
The Secondary Level in Meghalaya
                                                                                      - C.Nongbri

                                          Vote of thanks: Mr 
M.Synrem

Lunch Break:  12.30- 1.00 PM

Panel Discussion 1.00- 2.00 PM

Valedictory programme 2.00 – 3.00 PM

- 
Bhutia

Nongbri



Chairperson : Dr Brinda Bazeley

1. Value  Orientation in Science Education
        -Ibadani Syiem
2. Values in  Science Education  
                                          - M. Kharkongor and R. Nongrum

3. Value Education - To Discover Real Needs and Grow in Life  
                                                                 -Ajanta Deb Kar

                   



PROMOTING MORE LEARNING ACTIVITY TILL HIGHER EDUCATION LEVEL 
WITH LESS OF EARNING NEEDS EVEN AT EARLY STAGES

S.ARAVAMUDHAN
Department of Chemistry, North Eastern Hill University, Shillong 793022 Meghalaya

inboxnehu_sa@yahoo.com
Download this article from author’s URL: http://www.ugc-inno-nehu.com/sc-ic-jul2013.pdf 

Introduction:

Mostly, when an individual has the interest, tenacity and perseverance to proceed towards 
specializing in a subject matter, that is an academic pursuit, then, it is indicative of the aptitude 
for basic science. It is not necessary that students should opt for mathematics, physics, chemistry 
or any of the life science subjects to be acclaimed as scientist pursuing basic science. What is 
more important is that the persons should not be preferentially choosing emolument oriented 
occupations, but keep aside the earning as a consequence of having to sustain the academic 
activity. But, the employers have equally a pressing necessity for talented candidates for what 
they can offer them as job requirements and emoluments. How many people have their living 
conditions so set to give priority to learning, rather than thinking for a living? In fact, the science 
and technology activities are precisely meant for improving the living standards. How many 
people can offer to be thinking of global welfare (1) without having to think about improving 
one’s own living conditions to an acceptable level? These are the issues which require to be 
addressed to, but sounds too familiar and repetitive and hence relegated to lower the priority 
levels.

With the above perspectives in view, the question of what constitutes learning and how 
learning by an individual can be sustained must be addressed. In addition, would it be possible to 
address those questions without considering how it is beneficial and who is the beneficiary of the 
activity? It is these considerations, which inadvertently get people into a vicious circle, and the 
greatest disadvantage that results from these is hectic activity and no effective progress even 
when substantial output is accounted for. It is that ineffectiveness, which calls for quality 
assessment and accreditation of educational institution (2), which again has a bifurcated route as 
to whether, what is required is an internal assessment or an external peer reviewing. It would be 
emphasized in this paper that it is necessary to take cognizance of the fact when, at the end, one 
reaches to the same beginning, and then appropriately reinforce the activity with progressive 
measures.

Learning Science Subjects:

Seeking to learn science has the following in-built criteria: 1. Inspiration from events 
2. Intuitive inquiry as to what happened and how it happened 3. Innovative reasoning; followed 
by initiating experimentation. In the early childhood, with the attributes of innocence, the 
impetuosity necessarily is an admirable quality. These are the inherent abilities (which vary from 
one individual to the other) by which human beings learn to do things by an exposure to what is 
available to them in the surroundings (again, a variable factor from an individual’s surrounding 
to the other). An important criterion for not missing the inherent abilities one is endowed with is 
to realize that an intuitive approach is most often a beginner’s approach. As people grow, an 

http://www.ugc-inno-nehu.com/sc-ic-jul2013.pdf
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individual learns how to discriminate what is good and what is bad, and, in that process one 
should not lose sight of how one got the definitions of what is good and what is bad; and, how it 
can stand the test of time and how it became a durable guiding principle. This cognizance does 
not become available as inherent, but the individual’s maturity is reflected by how well the 
individual gets to appreciate and retain the beginner’s approach even as a grown up expert. It is 
often quite true that, those aspects, which bring the person to adapt a beginner’s approach, is all 
that matters between the successful individual and the others who are still in the process for 
getting to grow. Do our educational structure subscribe to monitoring from this point of view? Is 
our data tabulation good enough for any talented individual to learn quickly as to what the 
distinguishing feature is or what is ailing in the methodology? How should the design of 
curriculum ensure an unfailing recognition of the talented students? This means asking the 
following question; is our evaluation and grading procedures flawless? Does the current system 
of evaluation and grading require introduction of value addition beyond the marking procedures 
to indicate the ‘talented’, which are to be searched out by the ‘add-on’ talent-search methods. 

Formal Learning of Science:

In the context of the three criteria of learning science enlisted above may be considered to 
be based upon the a priori definition that early stages of “playing and learning” is learning of 
science. In fact what we get exposed to by being active through the day is to perceiving properly 
the stimuli from the surroundings and appropriately negotiating these for the sake of what would 
be happening and how to handle the events thus encountered. When, it is a question of trying to 
know what to do in future, the experience at present matters most. If events occurring are not so 
frequent or do not lend an evident cause or simple reasons, the way is to make this event occur 
by setting out exclusive conditions extraneously. This is how experimentation is initiated and for 
which, perception with the usual sense organs may not be adequate; but an aid from instruments 
may be necessary which can magnify, attenuate or alter the stimuli (signals) to conveniently 
study the responses. Thus these instruments supplement and reinforce the human sensory organ 
functions. Trying to find out how to enhance the sensibilities by appropriate external 
contrivances and devices is part of learning science without which basic science subject study 
would be stale and naturally, interest would dwindle. If they get interested in science 
instrumentation, it should not be construed as lack of interest in physics, chemistry or 
mathematics. Engineering subjects require basic science subjects (3) to be studied in their core 
courses. Even though most of the engineers are employed in technical jobs, if the invention and 
construction spirit is retained to be for original inventions then genuinely it is basic science. On 
the other hand, if an useful instrument is invented and the a prototype well tested, then, an 
industrial viability can be established to produce several units on the basis of originally invented 
prototype. This can become part of routine production process based on a technical training is 
not an activity to learn science, but could be a means of earning lively hood. Such industrial 
activity maintained in robust productive capability is a healthy sign in a social set up. For such 
overt reasons of utility and benefits, the industry may be earning well to pay the employees well 
and more such units are necessary to prosper and technologically develop. However, the entire 
edifice is realizable only if there had been an inventor who might not have earned much out of 
the invention. In general the basic science learning can bring benefit more by the altruistic 
contribution of the few to the knowledge bank and it provides for many to prosper. Now, is the 
question of which would a person from a developing stage prefer? The aspiration for learning 



and contributing can be sustainable only if a beginning is made to find time after providing for 
the means of sustenance. Any amount of incentives cannot attract even the talented towards basic 
science; for, it is not uncommon to find critics among the talent searchers who comment in other 
quarters that such people are spending time on nothing concrete and worthwhile. It is necessary 
to find talent searchers who can really provide environment conducive for inquisitiveness beyond 
the already proven facts which are in abundance and available to study and learn. Thus, 
curriculum designers must provide for such extra-curricular curiosities, and the teachers must be 
talented enough to know the budding inventor rather than dubbing such aspirants as going astray 
from the main course. It is this aspect, which is critical in bringing the talented into the path of 
invention as they learn what is already known. This would strengthen the purpose of education 
and retain the values for intellectual pursuits, which is why basic science stream has to be made 
more interesting to the learners. The activities for prosperity and technological advancement can 
get the required replenishment, when the basic science activity is sustained by all those few, who 
have the inherent talents. In addition, they must have the altruistic temperament to involve in 
such basic aspects rather than becoming a drop in the ocean among those who have the talent and 
skills tailor-made for taking the human activities along the road to prosperity.

Curriculum Design:

As enunciated in the previous section, the “spirit of invention” must underlie as the 
guiding principle for “learning what is already known”. This requires that what is already 
known must be learnt so thoroughly that the learning process takes the student to the frontier of 
the topic to know what is yet remaining to know. Concluding that everything is already known 
would put an end to the necessity to think that there are things yet to discover. If ones inherent 
abilities do not permit any more inquisitiveness after getting cent percent of the marks for the 
questions set to answer, that is where such efficient flawless delivery system in teaching-learning 
has not made investments, but simply bartered materials away under a conserved frame work. 
This regimented education system can turn out smart and efficient students and useful citizens 
but cannot produce outstanding original contributors, which cannot be many in number. For the 
sake of rare few the vast majority cannot be exposed to autonomy in learning while shaping them 
to be useful citizens. Hence innovative methods cannot be part of everyone’s endeavor; 
popularizing “innovation” must be replaced by promoting innovative excursions from the usual 
practices, carefully not giving rooms for permissiveness of the kind that, once set as precedence, 
would cause impediments in implementation of any progressive measures when required. To 
provide for dynamism of the appropriate proportion in the routine regularized activity is the 
improvisation that would render ever-refreshing curricular contents.

It is said that the exercise that the students go through in the regular study should be such 
that having solved ‘n’ number of problems under the teacher’s guidance, must be capable of 
solving the ‘n+1’th problem on their own. Which means they should not have been good 
enough, only to solve any of the n problems on their own and score cent percent; they must have 
been given a thought development on the subject matter that they can think one their own about 
the subject matter. This calls for talent generating teaching methods rather than specialized 
questionnaires for talent search, wherever it exists. As a teacher (even an inexperienced teacher) 
transfers known textual information in the classroom, it should be possible to know whether such 
an n+1th problem gets generated or not. For instance, a definition to make it clear to the students 



would require descriptions in teacher’s own words. If the teacher is inexperienced and could not 
do a full justice, then there would be questions from the student listeners, which is the beginning 
of the required dynamism, which improves the teacher and projects the standard of student 
listeners as to what their attention in the classroom is about (attendance or audience).

The teacher must be gradually learning how to teach what he knows and the students 
must think all about what the teacher meant and be convinced about it. When this practice of 
teaching a specified content reaches a satisfactory level, the content must be further enriched. 
This calls for the appropriate accreditation to the institution for the progress made compared to 
what they did earlier and compared to the other institutions. Thus generating an interest at the 
frontiers of the specified content should be the aim. Also, it becomes the index for monitoring 
the quality. This must ensure that, all the time, first and foremost the specified ‘n’ number of 
problem contents must be solvable by one and all and look for students who can become curious 
at this frontier and articulate to express this curiosity amicably. With proper orientation, it is not 
difficult to design the curriculum and make it interesting even with only a specified content.

It is for the interest at the frontiers of the specified content that students must be given 
exposure to ICT tools. This requires carefully monitoring what the students want to do when they 
seek the ICT tools anytime. Thus a councilor must be paying individual attention on such 
students to know what they get curious about, without interfering with their thinking line. If at all 
any, a discussion and/or peripheral conversation can convince them when their preoccupation is 
unnecessary, and consequently dissuade them away from such tendencies.

At this stage, when they tend to be fissiparous and waste their time appropriate advice 
about the value of time and the necessity to earn can bring them back to a training that is 
necessary to be a part of an organization trying contribute one’s own portion conscientiously for 
the welfare of that organization. The personal attention can also bring to light any of the 
student’s need to look for earning, as a responsible member in a social structure and look for 
appropriate placement. 

Such of those students whose personal requirements reveal a need to go in for earning in 
preference to their natural and inherent talent for intellectual pursuit, must be given adequate 
assurances for financial assistance and appropriate job openings if they continue to prove 
original in their approaches in learning and rendering the standard known materials. This would 
pave the way for opening the potential that a person has to become discoverer. These 
reassurances and assistances should be having popular support so that it never becomes 
precedence for anyone to cite for exploiting it for their own ends. To make the exceptional look 
ordinary and a matter of routine requires careful handling not evoking discontents, disagreements 
and not invite uncalled for attention.

ICT and Educational Technology:

I.C.T stands for Information and Communication Technology. To think of it, basically, teaching 
is effectively transferring the information content in prescribed books or publications to a group 
of aspirants who want to know the particular subject matter. Hence it is not unusual to become 
enthusiastic about the advantages of the ICT tools for classroom teaching (5) and retrieving the 



information at one’s own door steps with the possibility of the variety of resources as data base 
and their retrieval being made conveniently possible at each and every one’s door steps. But it 
must be borne in mind that conducting exams in a meaningful way would require answering 
scripts and not producing documents from ICT tools. Handling ICT tools, itself is a subject to be 
mastered and then must be used for studying the specified topics of a given syllabus. Thus, 
unconcerned exposure to ICT tools is not bringing in innovation component.

On the other hand, it is quite common for teachers to use overhead projectors for depicting 
certain features of the subject. However, these transparency contents can be supplied to the 
students to enable preparing for answering questions in exams. However, animations do play a 
great role in explaining time-dependent events concisely and quickly; which by printed materials 
would require several pages. When such animation tools explain the subject well, the students 
should be given a summary of the lesson to be learnt in such a way that a question set on those 
animated features would require only the conventional pen-on-paper description and not require 
an animated file as answer. This is not usually simple and this cannot be managed by all 
teachers. Moreover, it is really beyond the scope of teachers to know which part of the subject 
requires an animated feature for the students to follow, without wondering only about how the 
animated output could have been made. Besides the novelty in the way of delivery, the attention 
of the students should be mainly on the subject of study. This once again is not easily achievable 
by the teachers. Even though it is possible to cite the several youngsters easily getting used to the 
terms of ICT tools, much less is achieved in substantially accounting for what good this has done 
in improving their grasp of the subject of study.

In this regard, two research reports of case studies from IGNOU are to be cited here. One is on 
learner’s perception towards ICT (7) and the other is on how non-content related forums 
influence social presence (8) in the online learning environment. Both are revealing significant 
aspects related to use of ICT tools and a curriculum design with such ICT component. Such 
innovation in teaching and learning can promote the need-based-learning (5) of handling and 
producing materials with ICT tools. Thus, the students can be given specific assignment to 
produce an explanatory material with ICT, for their own grasp of the subject. A technical 
assistant (laboratory assistant) could help them in producing the material: thus, it is required to 
learn about ICT only to the extent that they have a material to grasp the regular subject matter 
better. If there were more such instances, the familiarity with ICT would become better. 
Moreover, it is not necessary to go through extraneously any courses to get a certificate for use 
of ICT, and such an exercise might after all stand isolated and eventually of no consequence. 
Other possibility is that such peripheral preoccupation with ICT may be good enough for getting 
lucrative offers of jobs and people who have inclination to earn would get distracted from the 
main course of study.

It is hereby emphasized that a reorientation of the way teachers impart education and how the 
managers accord importance to the provision of earning or learning alternatives to student is 
what can provide room for improvisation of educational methodology. The aim can be better set 
to nurture the few inherently talented for intellectual pursuits without creating an atmosphere of 
discrimination of intellectual pursuits  and material earning preferences as different grades of 
activities (1). Such a homogenized environment would be the most conducive for 
advantageously tapping the potentials of individuals for basic science study and a robust 



industrial activity, which would churn out responsible citizens who can stand for the welfare of 
society and durable prosperity (3) at large.

Thus this can address to most of the issues that come under the Total Quality Management (2).

(1) http://aravamudhan-s.ucoz.com/saravamudhan44/hrd_resource_management.html  
H U M A N  R E S O U R C E  D E V E L O P M E N T  I N  T H E  N O R T H  E A S T  F O R  T H E  M A N A G E M E N T  O F 
T H E  N A T U R A L  M A T E R I A L  R E S O U R C E S  O F  M E G H A L A Y A

(2) http://aravamudhan-s.ucoz.com/saravamudhan44/tqm.html  
The Extent of Harmony Between Academic Institutions and Industrial Organizations:
"A measure for Total Quality Management"

       (3)  http://www.angelfire.com/art3/saravamudhan/sri_hledu/ 
               HUMAN RESOURCE DEVELOPMENT AS THE SOCIAL FACTOR FOR SPECIALIZATION WITH
               INTERDISCIPLINARY RELEVANCE

        (4)  http://aravamudhan-s.ucoz.com/technical_education.html 
              TECHNICAL EDUCATION FOR INDUSTRIAL GROWTH AND 
              PROSPERITY IN NORTH EAST INDIA
              http://aravamudhan-s.ucoz.com/BDRay_Felicitation_Volume.html
              In Defence of Regional Economic Development in INDIA: A case for the North East

        (5)  http://aravamudhan-s.ucoz.com/amudhan_nehu/it_classroom_tools.html 
               http://saravamudhan.tripod.com/infotech_tools/

        (6) http://aravamudhan-s.ucoz.com/on_resources_NE.html
              RECOGNIZING AND UTILIZING RESOURCES

        (7) http://www.ugc-inno-nehu.com/IJOP_Vol19_No3_p143-157.pdf  

       (8) http://www.ugc-inno-nehu.com/IJOP_Vol19_No2_p73-85.pdf

http://www.ugc-inno-nehu.com/IJOP_Vol19_No2_p73-85.pdf
http://www.ugc-inno-nehu.com/IJOP_Vol19_No3_p143-157.pdf
http://aravamudhan-s.ucoz.com/on_resources_NE.html
http://saravamudhan.tripod.com/infotech_tools/
http://aravamudhan-s.ucoz.com/amudhan_nehu/it_classroom_tools.html
http://aravamudhan-s.ucoz.com/BDRay_Felicitation_Volume.html
http://aravamudhan-s.ucoz.com/technical_education.html
http://www.angelfire.com/art3/saravamudhan/sri_hledu/
http://aravamudhan-s.ucoz.com/saravamudhan44/tqm.html
http://aravamudhan-s.ucoz.com/saravamudhan44/hrd_resource_management.html
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Title:

LEARNING PROCESS:
An Inter System Transfer & Intra System Processing?

Sankarampadi ARAVAMUDHAN

Department of Chemistry
NORTH EASTERN HILL UNIVERSITY

SHILLONG 793022 Meghalaya

Abstract for the contents of the SEMINAR Talk by Dr S.Aravamudhan held on 7th Feb. 2008 a t(10.00 AM) 
the  Queen’s College of Food Technology & Research Foundation, Aurangabad

Abstract

The prevailing trends in the educational system seems to be not satisfactory 
both to the teaching community (inclusive of parents) as well as to the students. 
One of the main grumbles about the formal education system seems to be the 
necessity to conform to the grading and marking criteria of evaluation process. The 
student’s grudge is that the curricular contents and the teaching evaluation leave 
them wit no better scope than to memorize and recall at the examination hours. The 
teachers seem to be discontent with the way the students get away meritoriously 
merely by the storage retrieval mechanisms and not by any other contribution to 
the contents of the curriculum by way of retrospective revisions and in depth grasp 
of contents by reflecting on the pros and cons of the inferences. In this talk, an 
effort would be made to highlight on the effective ways of dealing with 
“information” on the basis of the personal experiences of teaching the subject of 
Chemistry.

Contact Person at QCFT, Aurangabad:     
Dr.SHAZIA NAHRI, Chief Administrator, QCFT, Aurangabad



From Sankarampadi ARAVAMUDHAN <aravamudhan.sankarampadi@gmail.com> 
To  qcftrc@yahoo.co.in
Date  Feb 6, 2008 6:14 PM
Subject On Subject matter for a Lecture
mailed-by gmail.com

To,
Dr. Shazia Nahri
Queens College of Food Technology 
and Research Foundation
Aurangabad
--------------------------------------------------------------------------
 
Please find the attached document, the contents of which have been made available to the faculty  members 
(Teaching staff) of the QCFT. The topic for the lecture I have chosen is to address the concerns of making it 
transparent to the learners, the student community about "what is Learning Process", while they are in the 
Bachelor Degree Course Streams. Probably this would be a talk well suited to familiarize with each other with a 
thought on common concerns than more technical discussions which can eventually be the subject matters at 
our disposal. I intend to add a substantive part if time permits on the food technological applications of 
magnetic resonance by highlighting the contents of the webpage: http://www.bruker.com/solution.html in 
particular the link there in to food aspects and life science aspects at 
http://www.bruker.com/foodscience.html and http://www.bruker.com/lifescience.html .
 
Please also visit the webpage URL (A web page which I have built) 
http://www.geocities.com/saravamudhan2002/BHU_BCB2006.html where in you may find documentations on 
my participation at a workshop on Bioinformatics and Computational Biology at Banaras Hindu University and 
also a JUMP TO... link (http://www.geocities.com/saravamudhan2002/BHU_BCB2006.html#CHEMNEHU ) on 
clicking will display the lower part of the same page in which I have posted my contributions to a National 
Seminar on "Advances in Chemistry and Environmental Impacts" organized at the Department of Chemistry, 
North Eastern Hill University, Shillong.
 
 
I have booked my return ticket to Mumbai by Bus vide booking ticket NO: 83144, Welworth Travels ,Departure 
Time 22:30hrs on 07-02-2008, which is the Thursday tomorrow at the boarding point Kranti Chowk. I should 
reach Mumbai (by this BUS) on the 8th morning about 6:30AM.
 
I have to Check out from the Hotel Manor, Kranti Chowk by 12:00 noon tomorrow the 7th Feb. 2008 which 
would be soon after the Lecture at 10:00 AM as per the timings announced today morning in the QCFT. Hence 
the possibility of a stay at your guest room as suggested by you could be a necessity.
 
Sincerely,
 
S.Aravamudhan
http://www.geocities.com/saravamudhan1944/ugc_inno_proposal.html 

http://www.geocities.com/saravamudhan1944/ugc_inno_proposal.html
http://www.geocities.com/saravamudhan2002/BHU_BCB2006.html#CHEMNEHU
http://www.geocities.com/saravamudhan2002/BHU_BCB2006.html
http://www.bruker.com/lifescience.html
http://www.bruker.com/foodscience.html
http://www.bruker.com/solution.html
mailto:qcftrc@yahoo.co.in


Sankarampadi ARAVAMUDHAN <aravamudhan.sankarampadi@gmail.com> 
Feb 9, 2008 12:25 PM
Subject: Thanks

Dear Dr. Shazia Nahri,
 
I am sending this message from Chennai, my home town, the city in Tamil Nadu. I should be proceeding to 
Shillong, could be on 12th Feb. 2008 for which I am yet to book my Journey Tickets.
 
Ever since your first call to me on your requirements at the Queens Group of Institutions, it is gratifying to note 
that I have been able to get a personal assessment of what I can do in this regard by my one day visit to 
Parbhani, and subsequently the three day stay at Aurangabad, Queens College of Food Technology and 
Research Foundation. In fact, if you had viewed the contents of the webpage URLs which I had furnished in my 
previous message (which is also forwarded hereby) you would find an effort of the sort of "POPULARIZATION". 
You can find at the URL http://saravamudhan.tripod.com/infotech_tools/id1.html  a certificate for my 
participation in a Workshop on Science popularization. And, hence I do not hesitate to take the necessary steps 
towards trying to indicate the possibility of an available resource in the NMR Technique, while I primarily 
specialize in the magnetic resonance phenomena and the technique and methodologies. To add to the facts, 
that NMR technology can contribute significantly is something which the Food Technology Research Centers 
should be well aware of to reap the benefits. Making this beginning at the Food Technology Research Center at 
Aurangabad is something which is along my aspirations and I wish this beginning gains better ground for a 
greater momentum for the advancement of Food Technological Research and Education. 
 
I appreciate your keen interest in this direction and I am confident that your pursuance towards the goal would 
carry the point home in this sphere of activity. I look forward to develop my association with your organization in 
the interest of the best resource utilization.
 
Regards,
 
Aravamudhan
 

http://saravamudhan.tripod.com/infotech_tools/id1.html


from  Aravamudhan S NEHU aravamudhan.sankarampadi@gmail.com
reply-to Aravamudhan S 

NEHU <saravamudhan@nehu.ac.in> 
  

to qcftrc@yahoo.co.in   
cc mrs.rubyshahab@rediffmail.com   

date Feb 17, 2008 11:58 PM   
subject Fw: Parkwood School International, Hyderabad Re: Mathematics/07.00 yrs. 

exp/Ph.D/Doctorate/(Chemistry)/Shillong/Response from Naukri.com 
  

mailed-by gmail.com
Dear Dr.Shazia,
 
I forward hereby an automatic response when I sent an application for rquirement of teacher in Park wood School 
International, Hyderabad, about which I knew about from the naukri.com  weekly job mail alerts.
 
I suggest you may also register your organization also at naukri.com and it would reach the aspirants by their weekly 
alert. This is actually a good administrative strategy for employers also to short list allocations from the services of 
naukri.com and time jobs. Monster.com is one such webpage wherein I have posted a resume since much longer. 
From http://www.monsterindia.com also I shall send resume by email to you for reference. Employers also have a 
review resume facility. Probably you got to know about my resume by such registration.
 
Why I forward the response from Park wood School International, Hyderabad is to let you know, my response was 
according to the instructions which this organization has sent by an automatic response. This is usually the standard 
way about "getting to know each other" for employers and employees.
 
But your call and the subsequent call from Mrs. Ruby, had a better personal touch rather than the simply automatic 
response. And, hence I took the extra initiative to reach your location for a personal acquaintance rather in such a 
quick move as to inconvenience you while you are amidst your organizational get-together at Parbhani. Visit to 
Parbhani also made such an impression that I was eager to visit Aurangabad as well.
 
As I have mentioned to you in my previous message, and in accordance with the Conversation I had with the 
Secretary of Queens Group of Institutions at Parbhan, I shall draft out a plan of schedule to indicate what could be 
my considerations for my preoccupation at the Queens College of Food Technology, and the time scales for such 
activities would require to become effective. This you may consider once again an initiative as a beginning excercise 
if you would eventually be finding me to be the appropriate person for the jobs you have at your organization. I 
found the faculty members quite at home with the ways how I went about learning about the academic contents and 
the facilities and methodologies.
 
I wish at least there is a continued interaction for a constructive use of resources, particularly the "rare-to-find", 
human resources in the field of educational technology.
 
http://in.geocities.com/saravamudhan2002/hrd_mrm.html  
http://www.angelfire.com/art3/saravamudhan/sri_hledu/  
http://technicaleducation.rediffblogs.com/
 
S.Aravamudhan  
***********************************************
ARAVAMUDHAN Sankarampadi Dr.
(Home)
Phiba Villa, Oxford Hills Road
Kench's Trace
SHILLONG 793004
EK Hills District
Meghalaya
Phone:-Cell 9862053872
EMail:  saravamudhan@nehu.ac.in
URL:   http://in.geocities.com/saravamudhan2002/biodata.html
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